
Freewrite1)

Autumn is … (2 paragraphs)2)

Autumn is probably the most interesting one out of all. At first, I was 
not interested in this season, but I soon realized on how beautiful it is. I 
love the colors of leaves hanging on every trees. Red, orange, and 
yellow leaves are everywhere in my city. This is a great time to take 
amazing pictures on my phone. Also, there is a moderate temperature 
in this season.  

This season was also known for its harvest. Most crops are grown and 
harvested in this season. For example, fruits and vegetables were 
grown. I mean, Thanksgiving is a great example of an autumn holiday. 
Also, I love pumpkin spice flavors that this season has to offer. Hate on 
me all you want, but spring is the most boring season ever, Autumn 
rules. That is coming from a person who was born in Spring.

Think back over your month of October, what were your three roses 
and your thorn? What do you want your November to bring?

3)

Three roses
I'm right on track on getting good grades-
Workout schedule has been good-
I got my permit-

One thorn
I used all my time for midterms

During November, I want to consistenly get good grades and workout. Also, I 
want to spend most of my time with friends and family.

When writing, what does it means to use or write in "your voice"?4)

Writing in your voice means your describing yourself in an expressive way.

Describe your voice as a writer, what is important to you? How can you 
use your "voice" to express yourself in writing- what are the strengths 
and weaknesses your "voice" as writer/creator?

5)

I am usually quiet and direct to my peers. However, if it's in front of 
people I known, I was very open towards them.  The strength in my 
voice is that I am actually good at being direct in my speech. My 
weakness is that I don't have the confidence to write about something I 
am not comfortable with.
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